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Introduction

• Study how local governments provide 
services: with their own employees or by 
contracting with private sector or othercontracting with private sector or other 
government agencies. 

• Two motivations:
– Public policy: when can governments benefit from 

using the private sector?
O i ti i iti li ti– Organization economics: cities as an application 
to study the “make-or-buy” question.

• Competing accounts of privatization: 
economic, political, ideological.
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Our Approach
• Simple theoretical framework emphasizing TCE/agency:

– TCE analysis: explains contracting difficulties, but vague on why 
internal production solves problems.

– Our framework: view make vs. buy as a choice of contractual form: 
in particular pay for time vs. pay for performance.

– Trade-off between productive efficiency and contracting costs.

• Empirical evidence on U.S. city privatization decisions.
– Data on how a large number of cities provide services.
– Use data on method of service provision (in-house vs. private 

contract vs. public contract) to study determinants of contracting.
– Provide variety of evidence consistent our framework.

Theory: Privatization as Make vs. Buy
• Some challenges with “off-the-shelf” theories:

1.TCE: many interpretations; costs and benefits of “make” or 
“buy” are not precise

2 P t Ri ht C t d b fit f “ k ” “b ”2.Property Rights: Costs and benefits of “make” or “buy” 
via decision rights; almost impossible empirical content

3.Agency Theory: Not “make” or “buy”; trades off 
risk/incentives; focuses on contracts/clusters. 

• Our theory: agency model with TCE-like empirically 
measurable/applicable trade-off: pp
productive efficiency vs. contracting costs.
(influenced by Multi-tasking and TCE)

• Refocus attention from public/make vs. private/buy 
to paying for time vs. paying for performance. 
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Empirical Approach
• Have data on mode of provision
• Have city controls (size, governance, age…)
• But how does Police differ from Street Cleaning?But how does Police differ from Street Cleaning?
• We develop a survey and construct service 

characteristic measures:
– Is contracting difficult?
– Is the service politically sensitive? (more…)

• Relate characteristics with mode of provision• Relate characteristics with mode of provision
• Results: looks like efficiency and “politics” matter

– Efficiency matters in predictable ways
– Some “politics” matters in predictable ways 

Theory: Production 
• Technology:

– One unit of service to be procured
quality depends on labor inputs: q = (ρ + e)t– quality depends on labor inputs: q = (ρ + e)t.

– t ≥ 0 is time on the job, ρ > 0 is baseline 
productivity and e ≥ 0 is “effort” intensity.

• Endowments:
– Agent is endowed with time T to be allocated 

between time on the job and some outside activitybetween time on the job and some outside activity 
that pays w > 0 (outside job or value of leisure)
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Theory: Preferences 
• Agent’s Preferences:

– enjoys money, but not effort intensity: convex cost c(e)
– If he is paid    , chooses effort e and time t :w

• Principal’s Preferences: 
– V(q,s) with Vq > 0, Vqq < 0, Vqs > 0

– s measures “sensitivity” of public to the job not being 
performed wellperformed well  

Theory: Contracting 
• Principal can contract on three dimensions:

– Minimal performance standards,     ;q
– Minimal time on job,     ;
– Contingent wage,     ;

• Cost of contracting:
– On time: trivial (some ε > 0)
– On performance: costly (spec/measure/monitor)

t
w

p y ( p )
dq > 0, dqq > 0, dqm > 0

–m: difficulty of contracting (service specific)
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The Agent’s Problem 
• Given a contract the agent maximizes,( , , )w q t

• Let the solution to the agent’s problem be  

The Principal’s Problem 
• Principal’s Optimization Problem (PP):

Lemma 1: (IR) binds at a solution

Intuition: reducing wage does not affect (IC) 
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Employment or Performance 
Proposition 1: If solves (PP) then at the 

solution to (AP) with contract , either (EC)
or (PC) bind but not both.

( , , )w q t
( , , )w q t

or (PC) bind but not both. 
If (EC) binds then the optimal contract is of the 
form while if (PC) binds then the optimal 
contract is of the form .

Interpretation: If (EC) binds we have an 
“employment contract” (C+) whereas if (PC)

( ,0, )w t
( , ,0)w q

employment contract  (C+) whereas if (PC) 
binds we have a performance contract (FP)

Proof: Second part follows from contracting costs. 
First part from revealed preference:

The Revealed Preference Argument:
t

t

q
e
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The Decomposed Problem 
• Consider a Grossman-Hart (’83) approach:

– Find the least cost way to implement q
– Find the optimal q to implementFind the optimal q to implement 

• Implementing q with (EC) binding:
– Agent chooses e = e0 (no incentives)
– Principal chooses 
– Implementation wage ( c(e0)=0 ):Implementation wage ( c(e0) 0 ):

The Decomposed Problem 
• Implementing q with (PC) binding:

– Principal specifies 
– Agent’s Lagrangian:

q q=
Agent s Lagrangian:

– FOCs:  
e* independent of q and t* derived from (PC)

– Implementation wage:
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Employment vs. Contracting: Efficiency

Lemma 2: Performance contracts are more 
efficient than employment contracts:

for all q > 0.

Proof: revealed preference…

A Graphical Proof
t

q

0e e
*e
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The Optimal Contract
• Lemma 2 formalizes a well known critique of 

public provision: “anything you can do 
privatization (outsourcing) can do better”

Observation: Lemma 2 ignores contracting costs.

• Performance contracts impose a cost 
• The least cost implementation of q is:

( , )d q m

Proposition 2: For any m there exists q(m) such 
that C (q,m) = W (q|EC) if and only if q > q(m)

Proof: The Equilibrium Cost Function

( | )W q EC
( | ) ( , )W q PC d q m+

( )|W q PC

q
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Comparative Statics
• The Principal’s problem can now be restated:

Proposition 3 (comparative statics):
(i) The threshold q(m) is decreasing in m; 
(ii) The solution q (m,s) is increasing in s, and 
fixing m, there exists s(m) such that an 
employment contract is optimal iff   s > s(m); 
(iii) q (m,s) is non monotonic in m, but fixing s
there exists m(s) such that an employment 
contract is optimal iff m > m(s)

Comparative Statics
V (q,s) W (q |EC)

Production costs with
employment contractsW (q |PC) + d(q,m)

adding performance contracting costs

W (q |PC)
Production costs with
Performance contracts

q
• Note: “Privatized” services are provided more efficiently
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Discussion: empirical implications
Basic comparative statics predictions.

1. Higher costs of specifying, measuring, or adjusting desired performance 
(higher m) ⇒ less contracting.

2. Greater weight on quality vs. costs of provision, e.g. greater resident 
sensitivity (higher s) ⇒ less contracting.sensitivity (higher s) ⇒ less contracting.

Scale economies: city size and location.
3. Small and rural cities likely to be more constrained -- may lack size for 

efficient inhouse provision and also private market ⇒ modeled trade-offs 
most relevant for larger cities.

4. Small cities may use public contracts as imperfect substitute for inhouse.

Political economy effects.
5. Cities where decision-making is more politically motivated -- manager 

rather than mayor older cities with established unions (high s) ⇒ lessrather than mayor, older cities with established unions (high s) ⇒ less 
contracting.

6. These cities should also place less emphasis on economic trade-offs ⇒
model trade-offs less relevant.

Contracting scope economies. 
7. City managers must learn to write/manage contracts, so contracting may 

be more likely in cities that provide a lot of services (endogeneity…)

Empirical Approach

• Data on how U.S. cities provide range of services.

Cit h t i ti i t• City characteristics: size, governance, age, etc.

• Service characteristics: have to construct... 
– Transaction costs of performance contracting.
– Sensitivity to quality of provision

• Relate city/service characteristics to contracting.
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Data Sources
• International City Management Association 

– Survey cities on mode of service provision. 
– About 4,000 cities every five years (≈25% response)., y y ( p )
– Which services do you provide (64 listed) and how?
– Use 1997/2002 survey data (have from 1982).

• US Census: City characteristics
– Population, area, age, form of government, 

unemployment county income etcunemployment, county income, etc…

• Additional survey for service characteristics

Contracting characteristics

• Surveyed 23 city managers about 30 services.
• Constructed questions asking about:

– Contracting difficulty: Cost of measuring/monitoring services– Contracting difficulty: Cost of measuring/monitoring services, 
need for flexibility, potential for hold-up, cost-quality conflicts.

– Citizen sensitivity to service quality.

• Aggregate survey responses
– Standardize responses & aggregate to create service measures.
– Contract difficulty measures highly correlated!
– Demoralizing for trying to tease apart alternative 

theoriestheories
• Extract 1st principal component of contracting 

vars. to get contracting difficulty measure (1st

p.c. 83% of variance).
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Survey Example
Question 1: Measuring and Monitoring Service Quality. 
To evaluate performance, it is important to measure and monitor the quality of 

the service provided. For each service listed below, imagine you were 
considering contracting out the service. Assess how easy or difficult it 
would be to measure and monitor the quality of service provision.

Relatively Relatively   
Easy           Easy            Average         Hard            Hard

Public Works & Transportation:
Residential solid waste collection 1           2             3             4 5
Commercial solid waste collection 1           2             3             4 5
Solid waste disposal 1           2             3             4 5
•
Public Safety:y
Crime prevention/patrol 1           2             3             4 5
Fire prevention and suppression 1           2             3             4 5
•
Health and Human Services:
Sanitary inspection 1           2             3             4
Insect/rodent control 1           2             3             4 5

Summary Statistics: Cities

City Characteristics Mean Std. Dev.

A ( il ) 24 3 46 9Area (square miles) 24.3 46.9

Population (2000) 59,225 184,537 

County median income (1997) 38,657 8,515 

City Manager (alternative is Mayor) 72%

Incorporated Post 1950 23%

City Debt/Revenue 0.91 0.78

No. of services provided (of 64) 37.6 9.8
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Method of Service Provision
1068 cities
40129 services

Partial 
Contract:

Private 10%
Partial 

Contract Public

Other
4%

Contract Public 
3%

Full Contract:
Public 10%c

Full Contract:
Private 9%Inhouse

63%

Basic empirical approach
• Multivariate regression analysis: probability that 

city i provides service j using method k is:

where yij∈{Inhouse, Public, Private} and 
Xij are city/service characteristics 
( ti l d b fi d ff t )(sometimes replaced by fixed effects).
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Residual plot: private on contract. diff.
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Residual plot: public on contract. diff.
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Contracting: Effect of State Laws (LSV, 1997)

Linear prob. model Inhouse Public Private LSV

State Laws (a la LSV, 1997)

State requires merit system 0 054* -0 033* -0 020* +State requires merit system 0.054 0.033 0.020 +

State sets purchasing standards -0.014 0.014* -0.000 +
No employee political activities -0.053* 0.029* 0.024* +

Employees can’t strike 0.076* -0.012 -0.064* +

State prohibits short-term debt 0.018 -0.030* 0.012 +

State sets debt limits -0.023 0.029* -0.005 +

State requires balanced budget -0.004 0.027* -0.023* -State requires balanced budget 0.004 0.027 0.023

No state takeovers of finances -0.017 0.017 0.000 +

Service Fixed Effects/City controls Yes Yes Yes

N 19482
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Concluding Remarks
• Simple TCE/agency framework

– View “make” vs. “buy” as choice of contractual form 
(employment vs. performance).
T d ff d ti ffi i t ti t– Trade-off: productive efficiency vs. contracting costs.

• Evidence consistent with comparative statics
– Difficulties in performance-based contracting 

associated with less privatization. 
– Effect varies in predictable ways across cities.
– For a given service, variation across cities suggests g , gg

relevance of TCE and political views of privatization.

• Further questions: dynamics, comparison of 
outcomes, scope of government (which 
services are provided and by whom?).
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